Release Date: For Immediate Release

JOHN KRIER TAPPED TO LEAD FONTAINE
MILITARY PRODUCTS BUSINESS UNIT
JASPER, ALABAMA -- Chuck Eminger, President of Fontaine Military Products in Jasper,
Alabama, announces his intention to retire effective August 15th 2016. “Chuck enters his
retirement with our best wishes and with our appreciation for his many years of service in
leadership roles throughout this organization,” remarked Hank Prochazka, President of Fontaine
Transportation Equipment Group. John Krier, President of Fontaine Heavy-Haul in Springville,
Alabama, will assume the additional responsibilities of Fontaine Military Products and will be
the President for both businesses. In his expanded role, Krier will be tasked to assemble and
mentor leadership teams for both the Springville and Jasper groups.
"I welcome this new challenge, and I am confident that it will provide new opportunities
to implement our customer focused business philosophy,” remarked Krier upon the
announcement." I intend to build on the solid foundation laid by Chuck and to continue
strengthening and improving this customer focused business while minimizing the cyclical
fluctuations associated with the industries we serve," he concluded. “Serving military customers
is an honor, and we look forward to an even brighter future for this important business segment
as we develop new solutions to help our global customers,” added Dan Giles, Vice-President of
Fontaine Military Products.
Fontaine Military Products is the design and manufacturing leader for highly engineered trailers
use by the armed forces. Fontaine Heavy-Haul is the business unit of Fontaine Transportation
Equipment Group serving lowbed, specialty, extendable and hydraulic tail trailer customers.
Fontaine is the largest platform trailer manufacturer in the world, producing a complete line
of aluminum, steel and composite trailers for the flatbed, dropdeck, heavy-haul and military
markets. Manufacturing facilities are located in Jasper, Haleyville and Springville, Alabama.
Fontaine is a Marmon Highway Technologies/Berkshire Hathaway company. MHT supports the
transportation industry worldwide with a wide range of high-quality products and services. For
more information contact Dan Giles, Vice-President, Fontaine Military Products, 3405 Industrial
Drive, Jasper, Alabama 35501 • 205.385.0935 • www.fontainemilitary.com.
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